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Abstract
The theory of irreducible p; q-representations of the complex Lie algebra gl(2) is developed. We construct a
one variable model of irreducible p; q-representations of gl(2) in terms of p; q-derivative operator, and derive
a generating function based on it.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The theory of q-representations of the special complex Lie algebra sl(2) and their use in obtaining
deep identities involving q-special functions was initiated in [11]. This theory was extended to
the four-dimensional complex Lie algebra G(a; b), in [13]. Various models of q-representations of
G(0; 0), G(0; 1) and G(1; 0) were given and were applied to derive q-special function identities.
In [14–16], the theory of q-integral transformations has been made a powerful tool of obtaining
identities in q-special function theory.
Another approach to q-special functions is through representations of quantum groups and quan-
tum algebras. These representations are related to q-special functions in much the same way as
representations of Lie groups and Lie algebras are related to special function theory. Work in this
direction has been carried out in [3,4,6–10]. In [1], Burban and Klimyk have investigated represen-
tations of two parameter quantum groups and constructed models of two parameter quantum algebra
Up;q(su1;1) and p; q-oscillator algebra. These models led to some orthogonal polynomials and some
other special functions with base r = (pq)1=2.
In this paper, we develop the theory of irreducible p; q-representations of gl(2). Our main result
is Theorem 1 which classi>es all irreducible p; q-representations of gl(2). We then give a model of
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it in terms of p; q-derivative operator. This model is further used in deriving a generating function
involving p; q-special functions. Also, a p; q-diCerence equation satis>ed by 2 1 is given.
Sectionwise treatment is as follows. In Section 2, we give de>nitions and some basic results
involving q- and p; q-hypergeometric series. In Section 3, Lie algebra gl(2) is presented and its
irreducible representations are discussed. The idea of p; q-representations of gl(2) is introduced and
developed. We give a theorem which lists all irreducible p; q-representations of gl(2). In Section 4,
models of these p; q-representations in terms of p; q-derivative operators are given. In Section 5, we
use the p; q-exponential function to obtain a generating function involving a particular case of two
variable p; q-hypergeometric function, which can be regarded as p; q-analogue of Appell function
F2 [17].
2. Preliminaries
There are two de>nitions of q-analogue of a complex number. Let a∈C. The q-analogues of
a∈C are
[a]q =
qa=2 − q−a=2
q1=2 − q−1=2 (1)
and
{a}q = 1− q
a
1− q : (2)
Clearly, these two q-analogues are related by {a}q = q(a−1)=2[a]q. Eq. (1) provides a motivation
for de>ning p; q-analogue of a∈C, whereas (2) is used in de>ning q-hypergeometric series.
The generalized basic or q-hypergeometric series rs is de>ned as [5]
rs
(
a1; : : : ; ar
b1; : : : ; bs
; q; x
)
=
∞∑
n=0
(a1; q)n · · · (ar; q)n
(b1; q)n · · · (bs; q)n(q; q)n
[
(−1)nq( n2 )
]1+s−r
xn; (3)
where q-shifted factorial (a; q)n is given by
(a; q)n =
(a; q)∞
(aqn; q)∞
; (a; q)∞ =
∞∏
r=0
(1− qra): (4)
The series rs terminates if one of its numerator parameter is of the form q−m, m= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; and
q = 0. When 0¡ |q|¡ 1, the series rs converges absolutely for all x if r6 s and for |x|¡ 1 if
r= s+1. If |q|¿ 1 and |x|¡ |b1 · · · bs|=|a1 · · · ar|, then also rs converges absolutely. It diverges for
x = 0 if 0¡ |q|¡ 1 and r ¿ s+1, and if |q|¿ 1 and |x|¿ |b1 · · · bs|=|a1 · · · ar|, unless it terminates.
The p; q-numbers [a]pq, for a∈C, and p; q-factorials are de>ned by
[a]pq =
pa=2 − q−a=2
p1=2 − q−1=2 ; [n]pq! = [1]pq[2]pq : : : [n]pq; (5)
respectively.
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The p; q-hypergeometric series depending on two deformation parameters p and q is de>ned as
n n−1
(
a1; : : : ; an
b1; : : : ; bn−1
;p; q; x
)
=
∞∑
m=0
([a1]pq)m · · · ([an]pq)mxm
([b1]pq)m · · · ([bn−1]pq)m[m]pq!
; (6)
where
([a]pq)m =
{
[a]pq[a+ 1]pq · · · [a+ m− 1]pq; m= 1; 2; 3; : : : ;
1; m= 0:
(7)
We assume that p¿ 0, q¿ 0, pq¡ 1. Series (6) has a >nite radius of convergence. Outside of this
disc the p; q-hypergeometric series is determined by an analytic continuation.
If we write series (3) for r = n and s= n− 1, that is,
nn−1
(
a1; : : : ; an
b1; : : : ; bn−1
; q; x
)
=
∞∑
m=0
(a1; q)m · · · (an; q)mxm
(b1; q)m · · · (bn−1; q)m(q; q)m (8)
then it can be easily seen that the p; q-hypergeometric series (6) can be expressed in terms of
function of type (8). Indeed, we have
n n−1
(
a1; : : : ; an
b1; : : : ; bn−1
;p; q; x
)
= nn−1
(
ra1 ; : : : ; ran
rb1 ; : : : ; rbn−1
; r; w
)
: (9)
The right-hand side of (9) represents a basic hypergeometric series with the base r=(pq)1=2, where
w and b are given by
w = qbx; b=− 1
2
(
n∑
i=1
ai −
n−1∑
i=1
bi − 1
)
:
We need the particular case of (9) for n= 1, viz.
1 0(a;p; q; x) =
(raw; r)∞
(w; r)∞
; w = q−(a−1)=2x:
The right-hand side of above equation is q-analogue of binomial function with base r; see [5].
We need the p; q-analogue of Appell function [17]
F2
(
; ; ′
; ′
; x; y
)
=
∞∑
m;n=0
()m+n()m(′)n
()m(′)nm!n!
xmyn;
where ()m is Pochhammer’s symbol, as
2
(
a; b; b′
c; c′
; x; y
)
=
∞∑
m;n=0
([a]pq)m+n([b]pq)m([b
′]pq)n
([c]pq)m([c′]pq)n[m]pq![n]pq!
xmyn:
The p; q-exponential function exppq x is de>ned by the formula [1]
exppq (x) =
∞∑
n=0
xn
[n]pq!
: (10)
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Related to de>nition (1) of q-numbers, q-derivative Dq;q of a function f(x) is de>ned by
Dq;qf(x) =
T 1=2q − T−1=2q
(q1=2 − q−1=2)x f(x)
=
f(q1=2x)− f(q−1=2x)
(q1=2 − q−1=2)x ; (11)
where Tna is dilation operator given by
Tna f(x) = f(a
nx):
The q-derivative associated with (2) is given by
Dqf(x) =
1− Tq
(1− q)x f(x)
=
f(x)− f(qx)
(1− q)x : (12)
The p; q-derivative of f(x) is de>ned by
Dp;qf(x) =
T 1=2p − T−1=2q
(p1=2 − q−1=2)x f(x)
=
f(p1=2x)− f(q−1=2x)
(p1=2 − q−1=2)x : (13)
Clearly (13) reduces to (11) with p = q; and to (12) when p = q2 and q = 1. Also, if we take
p = r=s and q = rs, then a simple calculation shows that Dp;q f(x) = Dr;rf(y), where y = s−1=2x,
and Dq;qf(x) = Dqf(y), where y = q−1=2x. Therefore, Dp;qf(x) = Drf(z), where z = q−1=2x.
For results and notations on q-series, we refer to [5], and for results on p; q-series, we refer
to [1].
3. p; q-representations of gl(2)
The four-dimensional complex Lie algebra
gl(2) =
{[
a b
c d
]
|a; b; c; d∈C
}
(14)
is the Lie algebra of the Lie group of all 2× 2 complex matrices with nonzero determinant. It has
a basis
J+ =
[
0 −1
0 0
]
; J− =
[
0 0
−1 0
]
; J0 =
[
1
2 0
0 − 12
]
; E=
[
1 0
0 1
]
(15)
satisfying the commutation relations
[J0;J+] =J+; [J0;J−] =−J−; [J+;J−] = 2J0; [E;J±] = [E;J0] = O; (16)
where O is the 2× 2 zero matrix.
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Let ! be a representation of gl(2) on a complex vector space V . Then de>ning
!(J+) = J+; !(J−) = J−; !(J0) = J 0; E = !(E); (17)
we have the following commutation relations being satis>ed by the J -operators:
[J 0; J±] =± J±; [J+; J−] = 2J 0;
[E; J±] = [E; J 0] = 0: (18)
The Casimir operator C on V is de>ned by
C = J+J− + J 0J 0 − J 0 (19)
and it can be veri>ed that
[C; J±] = [C; J 0] = [C; E] = 0: (20)
Let Vp;q be a complex vector space consisting of p; q-special functions with a basis { & | &∈ S}
such that the functions {f&=limp→1; q→1  &|&∈ S} form a basis of a vector space, say V . Let A(Vp;q)
be the associative algebra of all linear operators on Vp;q over the complex >eld.
Let G be a Lie algebra. De>ne a p; q-representation of G on Vp;q to be a mapping !p;q :G→ A(Vp;q)
satisfying the following conditions:
(i) !p;q(ax + by) = a!p;q(x) + b!p;q(y).
(ii) There exists a Lie algebra representation ! of G on V such that
lim
p→1;q→1 !p;q(x)  & = !(x)f&;
for all x; y∈G and a; b∈C.
In other words, as p → 1 and q → 1, the p; q-representation !p;q approaches a representation !
of G.
A p; q-representation !p;q of G is said to be irreducible if there is no proper subspace Wp;q of
Vp;q which is invariant under !p;q, that is, !p;q(x)w∈Wp;q for all w∈Wp;q and x∈G.
We now take G = gl(2) and develop theory centring around a family of p; q-representations of
gl(2) on Vp;q satisfying certain conditions. Let !p;q be a p; q-representation of gl(2). De>ne
J+p;q = !p;q(J
+); J−p;q = !p;q(J
−); J 0p;q = !p;q(J
0); E = !p;q(E); (21)
where J+p;q; J
−
p;q; J
0
p;q; E ∈A(Vp;q) such that
J 0p;q J
+
p;q − p1=2J+p;qJ 0p;q = qu=2J+p;qT−1=2q ;
p1=2J 0p;q J
−
p;q − J−p;qJ 0p;q =−q(u+1)=2J−p;qT−1=2q ;
p1=2q−1=2J+p;qJ
−
p;q − J−p;qJ+p;q = 2puqu=2T−1=2q J 0p;q + (p1=2 − q−1=2)puJ 0p;q J 0p;q;
[E; J±p;q] = [E; J
0
p;q] = 0;
(22)
where the operator Taq is de>ned by
Taq f& = q
&af&:
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De>ne an operator Cp;q on Vp;q by
Cp;q = p1=2q−1=2J+p;q J
−
p;qT
1=2
q + p
uq−1=2T 1=2q J
0
p;q J
0
p;q − puqu=2J 0p;q: (23)
Clearly as p; q → 1, relations (22) reduce to commutation relations (18) satis>ed by J -operators and
Cp;q reduces to the Casimir operator C. Hence, the p; q-representation !p;q reduces to a Lie algebra
representation of gl(2).
Let
Sp;q = {[&− u]pq | &∈ S} (24)
be the spectrum of J 0p;q and let the p; q-representation !p;q satis>es the following conditions:
(i) !p;q is irreducible; and
(ii) each eigenvalue of J 0p;q has multiplicity equal to one: (25)
Eq. (25) guarantees that Sp;q, and for that matter S, is countable and that there exists a basis for
Vp;q consisting of vectors f&.
Following the analysis as in [11,12], we note the following:
(i) s∈ S ⇒ either J+p;qfs = *s+1fs+1, where *s+1 is a nonzero constant and s+ 1∈ S, or J+p;qfs = 0.
(ii) s∈ S ⇒ either J−p;qfs = +sfs−1, where +s is a nonzero constant and s− 1∈ S, or J−p;qfs = 0.
It can be veri>ed that
Taq J
+
p;q = q
aJ+p;qT
a
q ;
T aq J
−
p;q = q
−aJ−p;qT
a
q ;
T aq J
0
p;q = J
0
p;qT
a
q ;
and the operator Cp;q satisfy the following relations:
p1=2J+p;qCp;q = Cp;qJ
+
p;q;
J−p;qCp;q = p
1=2Cp;qJ−p;q;
J 0p;qCp;q = Cp;qJ
0
p;q;
ECp;q = Cp;qE:
(26)
Hence, it follows that
(iii) Cp;qfs = asfs for some constants as such that as+1 =p1=2as. Further, as [E; J 0p;q]fs =0, we have
Efs = ,sfs for some constant ,s.
(iv) S is connected in the sense:
S = {s+ n|n is an integer such that n1 ¡n¡n2};
where n1 and n2 are integers. We do not exclude the possibility that n1 =−∞ or n2 =∞.
(v) If &; &+1∈ S, then *&+1; +&+1 = 0, since otherwise the irreducibility of !p;q would be violated.
Let &; &+ 1∈ S. Then the equation [E; J+p;q]f& = 0 leads to *&+1(,&+1 − ,&) = 0, which implies
,&+1=,&. Thus, ,&=,= constant for all &∈ S and E=,I is a multiple of the identity operator
on Vp;q.
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(vi) The equation Cp;qf& = a&f&, that is,
(p1=2q−1=2J+p;qJ
−
p;qT
1=2
q + q
−1=2puT 1=2q J
0
p;q J
0
p;q − puqu=2J 0p;q)f& = a&f&
leads to the following relation:
p1=2q(&−1)=2*&+& = a& − q(&−1)=2 pu+(1=2)[&− u]pq[&− u− 1]pq; (27)
de>ned for all &∈ S, where +& = 0 if &− 1 ∈ S. Using
p1=2q−1=2J+p;qJ
−
p;q − J−p;qJ+p;q = 2puqu=2T−1=2q J 0p;q + (p1=2 − q−1=2)puJ 0p;q J 0p;q; (28)
we get
p1=2q&=2*&+1+&+1 = a&+1 − q&=2pu+(1=2)[&− u]pq[&+ 1− u]pq (29)
de>ned for all &∈ S, where *&+1 = 0 if &+ 1 ∈ S.
(vii) The representation !p;q of gl(2) is uniquely determined by a&; a&+1 = p1=2a&, and the spectrum
Sp;q of J 0p;q. The nonzero constants *& and +& are not unique, and may be chosen arbitrarily,
subject only to condition (27).
We now have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Every p; q-representation !p;q of gl(2) satisfying conditions (25) and (27) is isomorphic
to a p; q-representation in the following list:
1. The p; q-representations D,p;q(a; u), a∈C\{0}; 06Re a¡ 1, such that a−2u is not an integer.
S = {a+ n|n= 0;±1;±2; : : :}.
2. The p; q-representations ↑,p;q (u), u∈C and 2u is not a nonnegative integer. S = {0; 1; 2; : : :}.
3. The p; q-representations D,p;q(2u), where 2u is a nonnegative integer. S = {0; 1; 2; : : : ; 2u}.
For each of these p; q-representations there is a basis of Vp;q consisting of vectors {f&}, de5ned
for each &∈ S, such that
J 0p;qf& = [&− u]pqf&;
J+p;qf& = p
u[&− 2u]pqf&+1;
J−p;qf& =−[&]pqf&−1;
Ef& = ,f&;
Cp;qf& = qup&=2[u]pq[u+ 1]pqf&:
(30)
We make the convention on the right-hand side of (30) that f& = 0 if & ∈ S.
4. Models of irreducible p; q-representations
We give below simple models for each of these p; q-representations D,p;q(a; u), ↑,p;q (u) and
D,p;q(2u) as described in Theorem 1.
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One variable models of D,p;q(a; u), ↑,p;q (u) and D,p;q(2u). A model in one variable for each of
D,p;q(a; u), ↑,p;q (u) and D,p;q(2u) is
J 0p;q =
p−u=2T 1=2p − qu=2T−1=2q
p1=2 − q−1=2 ;
J+p;q = p
uz
p−uT 1=2p − quT−1=2q
p1=2 − q−1=2 ;
J−p;q =−z−1
T 1=2p − T−1=2q
p1=2 − q−1=2 ;
E = ,I;
f&(z) = z&;
(31)
Cp;q =p1=2q−1=2J+p;qJ
−
p;qT
1=2
q + p
uq−1=2T 1=2q J
0
p;q J
0
p;q − puqu=2J 0p;q
= qu[u]pq[u+ 1]pqT
1=2
p ;
where for D,p;q(a; u), &∈ S = {a+ n|a∈C \ {0}; 06 Re a¡ 1; n∈Z}, u∈C such that a− 2u is not
an integer; for ↑,p;q (u), &∈ S= {0; 1; 2; : : :} and u∈C such that 2u is not a nonnegative integer; and
for D,p;q(2u), &∈ S = {0; 1; 2; : : : ; 2u} and 2u is a nonnegative integer.
It can be veri>ed that Jp;q-operators given by (31) satisfy relations (22) and (30), and hence give
a model of p; q-representation of gl(2).
However, for obtaining results involving p; q-hypergeometric series we shall consider models
D,p;q(a; u) and ↑,p;q (u) corresponding to u = 0, in which case they will be denoted by D,p;q(a) and
↑,p;q, respectively.
One variable models of D,p;q(a) and ↑,p;q. A model in one variable for each of D,p;q(a) and
↑,p;q is
J 0p;q =
T 1=2p − T−1=2q
p1=2 − q−1=2 = zDp;q
J+p;q = z
T 1=2p − T−1=2q
p1=2 − q−1=2 = z
2Dp;q
J−p;q =−z−1
T 1=2p − T−1=2q
p1=2 − q−1=2 =−Dp;q
E = ,I;
f&(z) = z&;
(32)
where, for D,p;q(a), &∈ S = {a + n : a∈C \ {0}; 06 Re a¡ 1; n∈Z}; while for ↑,p;q, &∈ S =
{0; 1; 2; : : :}.
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Indeed, model (32) obey the following:
J 0p;qf& = [&]pqf&;
J+p;qf& = [&]pqf&+1;
J−p;qf& =−[&]pqf&−1;
Ef& = ,f&;
Cp;qf& = 0;
(33)
where
Cp;q = p1=2q−1=2J+p;qJ
−
p;qT
1=2
q + q
−1=2T 1=2q J
0
p;q J
0
p;q − J 0p;q;
as well as
J 0p;q J
+
p;q − p1=2J+p;qJ 0p;q = J+p;qT−1=2q ;
p1=2J 0p;q J
−
p;q − J−p;qJ 0p;q =−q1=2J−p;qT−1=2q ;
p1=2q−1=2J+p;qJ
−
p;q − J−p;qJ+p;q = 2T−1=2q J 0p;q + (p1=2 − q−1=2)J 0p;q J 0p;q;
[E; J±p;q] = [E; J
0
p;q] = 0
(34)
and
p1=2J+p;qCp;q = Cp;qJ
+
p;q;
J−p;qCp;q = p
1=2Cp;qJ−p;q;
J 0p;qCp;q = Cp;qJ
0
p;q;
ECp;q = Cp;qE:
(35)
As p; q → 1, relations (34) and (35) reduce to (18) and (20), and, therefore (32) gives a model
of irreducible representation of gl(2), [12]. Further, if p→q2 and q→1, then (32) gives a model of
q-representation of gl(2) and the operators J+q2 ;1, J
−
q2 ;1, J
0
q2 ;1 give a model of irreducible q-representation
of sl(2), in agreement with [11].
5. Generating function
To illustrate that the p; q-representations of gl(2) can be utilized to obtain results in special
function theory, we >nd a generating function based on model (32).
It can be veri>ed that
v(z) = 2 1
(
a; b
c
;p; q; z
)
= 21
(
ra; rb
rc
; r; w
)
;
where w = qb
′
z, b′ =− 12 (a+ b− c − 1), is a solution of
[z(pa=2T 1=2p − q−a=2T−1=2q )(pb=2T 1=2p − q−b=2T−1=2q )
−(T 1=2p − T−1=2q )(p(c−1)=2T 1=2p − q−(c−1)=2T−1=2q )]v= 0: (36)
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Model (32) shows that
u(z) = 2 1
(
a; b
c
;p; q; z
)
za = 21
(
ra; rb
rc
; r; w
)
za;
is a simultaneous solution of
(p1=2q−1=2J+p;qJ
−
p;qT
1=2
q + q
−1=2T 1=2q J
0
p;q J
0
p;q − J 0p;q)u= 0 (37)
and [
J+p;q
{
(p(b−a)=2 + q−(b−a)=2)J 0p;q +
(p(b−a)=2T−1=2q − q−(b−a)=2T 1=2p )
p1=2 − q−1=2
}
−
{
(p−a=2 + qa=2)J 0p;q +
(p−a=2T−1=2q − qa=2T 1=2p )
p1=2 − q−1=2
}
×
{
(p(c−a−1)=2 + q−(c−a−1)=2)J 0p;q +
(
p(c−a−1)=2T−1=2q − q−(c−a−1)=2T 1=2p
p1=2 − q−1=2
)}]
u= 0: (38)
Note that z−au is analytic at z = 0.
Combining this with the fact that
Cp;q exppq(t J
+
p;q) = exppq(p
1=2tJ+p;q)Cp;q; (39)
which follows from (35), we have
(p1=2q−1=2J+p;qJ
−
p;qT
1=2
q + q
−1=2T 1=2q J
0
p;q J
0
p;q − J 0p;q)[exppq(tJ+p;q)u] = 0: (40)
Using Weisner’s method [18], we have the expansion
[exppq(t J
+
p;q)u](z) =
∞∑
k=0
Akza+k ; (41)
where
[exppq(t J
+
p;q)u](z)
=
∞∑
n=0
tn
[n]pq!
(J+np;q u)(z) =2
(
a; b;−
c;− ; z; tz
)
za
=
( ∞∑
m=0
(ra; r)m(rb; r)m(ratq−(1=2)(a+m−1)z; r)∞ q−(m=2)(a+b−c−1)
(rc; r)m(r; r)m(tq−(1=2)(a+m−1)z; r)∞(ratq−(1=2)(a+m−1)z; r)m
zm
)
za:
From (41), we get the following generating function:
2
(
a; b;−
c;− ; z; tz
)
=
∞∑
k=0
([a]pq)k
[k]pq!
( ∞∑
m=0
([b]pq)m([− k]pq)m
([c]pq)m[m]pq!
sm
2=2lm
)
(tz)k ; (42)
where s=
√
q=p, l= s−(k+1=2)=t.
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Eq. (42) can also be written in terms of basic hypergeometric series with base r = (pq)1=2, as
∞∑
m=0
(ra; r)m(rb; r)m(raz; r)∞q−(m=2)(a+b−c−1)
(rc; r)m(r; r)m(z; r)∞(raz; r)m
(−zu)m
=
∞∑
k=0
(ra; r)k
(r; r)k
( ∞∑
m=0
(rb; r)m(r−k ; r)m
(rc; r)m(r; r)m
(q−(1=2)(a+b−c−1)rku)mr−(
m
2 )
)
zk ; (43)
where u=−t=q(a+m−1)=2.
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